Abstract. Unlike a univariate decision tree, a multivariate decision tree is not restricted to splits of the instance space that are orthogonal to the features' axes. This article addresses several issues for constructing multivariate decision trees: representing a multivariate test, including symbolic and numeric features, learning the coefficients of a multivariate test, selecting the features to include in a test, and pruning of multivariate decision trees. We present several new methods for forming multivariate decision trees and compare them with several well-known methods. We compare the different methods across a variety of learning tasks, in order to assess each method's ability to find concise, accurate decision trees. The results demonstrate that some multivariate methods are in general more effective than others (in the context of our experimental assumptions). In addition; the experiments confirm that allowing multivariate tests generally improves the accuracy of the resulting decision tree over a univariate tree.
Introduction
One dimension by which decision trees can be characterized is whether they test more than one feature at a node. Decision trees that are limited to testing a single feature at a node are potentially much larger than trees that allow testing of multiple features at a node. This limitation reduces the ability to express concepts succinctly, which renders many classes of concepts difficult or impossible to express. This representational limitation manifests itself in two forms: subtrees are replicated in the decision tree (Pagallo & Haussler, 1990) and features are tested more than once along a path in the decision tree. For the replicated subtree problem, forming Boolean combinations of the features has been shown to improve the accuracy, reduce the number of instances required for training, and reduce the size of the decision tree (Pagallo, 1990; Matheus, 1990) .
Repeated testing of features along a path in the tree occurs when a subset of the features are related numerically. Consider the two-dimensional instance space shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding univariate decision tree, which approximates the hyperplane boundary, x + y < 8, with a series of orthogonal splits. In the figure, the dotted line represents the hyperplane boundary and the solid line represents the boundary defined by the univariate decision tree. This example illustrates the well known problem that a univariate test using feature F i can only split a space with a boundary that is orthogonal to F i 's axis (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen & Stone, 1984) . This limits the space of regions in the instance space that can be represented succinctly, and can result in a large tree and poor generalization to the unobserved instances. Multivariate decision trees alleviate the replication problems of univariate decision trees. In a multivariate decision tree, each test can be based on one or more of the input features. For example, the multivariate decision tree for the data set shown in Fig. 1 consists of one test node and two leaves. The test node is the multivariate test x + y < 8. Instances for which x + y is less than or equal to 8 are classified as negative; otherwise they are classified as positive.
In this article we describe and evaluate a variety of multivariate tree construction methods. The first part is devoted to discussing the issues that must be considered when constructing multivariate decision trees. We introduce several new methods for multivariate tree construction and review several well-known methods. The second part reports and discusses experimental results of comparisons among the various methods. The results indicate that some multivariate decision tree methods are generally more effective than others across a large number of domains. In addition, our experiments confirm that allowing multivariate tests generally improves the accuracy of the resulting decision tree over univariate decision trees. We focus on multivariate tests that are linear combinations of the initial features that describe the instances. The issues and methods we describe are not restricted to first-order linear combinations; they can be used to combine linearly higher-order features or features that are combinations of the initial features (see Sutton and Matheus (1991) for an approach to constructing more complex features).
Specifically, in Section 2 we first review the standard decision tree methodology and then outline the following issues one must consider in order to construct a multivariate decision tree: including symbolic features in multivariate tests, handling missing values, representing a linear combination test, learning the coefficients of a linear combination test, selecting the features to include in a test, and avoiding overfilling the training data. In Section 3 we describe four algorithms for finding the coefficients of a linear combination test. In Section 4 we describe two new and three well-known approaches to selecting which features to include in a multivariate test, and in Section 5 we present a new method for avoiding overfilling when mullivariale tesls are used in decision trees. In Seclion 6 we present the results of empirical experiments of the described methods for several different learning tasks and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each presented method. Finally, in Section 7 we summarize our conclusions resulting from this evaluation and we outline an avenue for future work in multivariate decision tree research.
Issues in multivariate tree construction
There are two important advantages of decision-tree classifiers that one does not want to lose by permitting multivariate splits. Firstly, the tests in a decision tree are performed sequentially by following the branches of the tree. Thus, only those features that are required to reach a decision need to be evaluated. On the assumption that there is some cost in obtaining the value of a feature, it is desirable to test only those features that are needed. Secondly, a decision tree provides a clear statement of a sequential decision procedure for determining the classification of an instance. A small tree with simple tests is most appealing because a human can understand it. There is a tradeoff to consider in allowing multivariate tests: using only univariate tests may result in large trees that are difficult to understand, whereas the addition of multivariate tests may result in trees with fewer nodes, but the test nodes may be more difficult to understand.
In this section we describe issues of importance for multivariate decision tree construction. Sections 2.1 through 2.6 discuss issues specific to forming multivariate tests and general decision tree issues in the context of multivariate tests. Many of the issues for constructing multivariate decision trees are the same as for univariate decision trees. For both multivariate and univariate decision tree algorithms a tree is built from labeled examples. If the domain contains noisy instances, then some technique for pruning back the tree is used to avoid overfilling the training dala.
Given a sel of training inslances, each described by n fealures and labeled with a class name, a top-down decision tree algorithm chooses the best test to partition the instances using some partition-merit criterion. The chosen test is then used to partition the training instances and a branch for each outcome of the test is created. The algorithm is applied recursively to each resulting partition. If the instances in a partition are from a single class, then a leaf node is created and assigned the class label of the single class. During decision tree construction, at each node, one wants to select the test that best divides the instances into their classes. The difference between univariate and mullivariate trees is that in a univariate decision tree a test is based on just one feature, whereas in a multivariate decision tree a lest is based on one or more features. There are many different partition-merit criteria that can be used to judge the "goodness of a split"; the most common appear in the form of an enlropy or impurity measure. Breiman, el al. (1984) , Quinlan (1986) , Mingers (1989) , Safavian and Landgrebe (1991) , Buntine and Niblett (1992) , and Fayyad and Irani (1992b) discuss and compare different partitionmeril criteria.
In addition, for both univariate and multivariate decision trees, one wants to avoid overfilling the decision tree to the training data in domains that contain noisy instances. There are two types of noise: the class label is incorrect or some number of the attribute values are incorrect. Noise can be caused by many different factors, including faully measurements, ill-defined thresholds and subjective interprelalion (Quinlan, 1986b) . Overfilling occurs when the training data contain noisy instances and the decision tree algorithm induces a classifier that classifies all instances in the training set correctly. Such a tree will usually perform poorly for previously unseen instances. To avoid overfilling, the tree must be pruned back to reduce the estimated classification error.
Symbolic and numeric features
One desires that a decision tree algorithm be able to handle both unordered (symbolic) and ordered (numeric) features. Univariate decision tree algorithms require that each test have a discrete number of outcomes. To meet this requirement, each ordered feature x i is mapped to a set of unordered features by finding a set of Boolean tests of the form *, > a, where a is in the observed range of X i . See Fayyad and Irani (1992a) for a discussion of the issues involved in mapping ordered features to unordered features.
When constructing linear combination tests, the problem is reversed: how can one include unordered features in a linear combination test? One solution, used in CART (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen & Stone, 1984) is to form a linear combination using only the ordered features. An alternative solution is to map each multi-valued unordered feature to m numeric features, one for each observed value of the feature (Hampson & Volper, 1986) , (Utgoff & Brodley, 1990) .
In order to map an unordered feature to a set of numeric features, one needs to be careful not to impose an order on the values of the unordered feature. For a two-valued feature, one can simply assign 1 to one value and -1 to the other. If the feature has more than two observed values, then each feature-value pair is first mapped to a prepositional feature, which is TRUE if and only if the feature has the particular value in the instance (Hampson & Volper, 1986) . The two-valued prepositional feature is then mapped to a numeric feature, where a value of TRUE is mapped to 1 and a value of FALSE is mapped to -1. This mapping avoids imposing any order on the unordered values of the feature. With this encoding, one can create linear combinations of both ordered and unordered features.
Filling in missing values
For some instances, not all feature values may be available. In such cases, one would like to fill in the missing values. Quinlan (1989) describes a variety of approaches for handling missing values of unordered features. These include ignoring any instance with a missing value, filling in the most likely value, and combining the results of classification using each possible value according to the probability of that value. For linear combination tests, ignoring instances with missing values may reduce the number of available instances significantly as there may be few instances with all values present.
Another approach for handling a missing value is to estimate it using the sample mean, which is an unbiased estimator of the expected value. At each node in the tree, each encoded symbolic and numeric feature is normalized by mapping it to standard normal form, i.e., zero mean and unit standard deviation (Sutton, 1988) . After normalization, missing values can be filled in with the sample mean, which is zero. In a linear combination test this has the effect of removing the feature's influence from the classification, because a feature with a value of zero does not contribute to the value of the linear combination. The normalization information is retained at each node in the tree. During classification, this information is used to normalize and fill in missing values of the instance to be classified.
Numerical representation of a multivariate test
For two-class learning tasks, a multivariate test can be represented by a linear threshold unit. For multiclass tasks, two possible representations are a linear threshold unit or a linear machine (Nilsson, 1965; Duda & Hart, 1973) . A linear threshold unit (LTU) is a binary test of the form W T Y > 0, where Y is an instance description (a pattern vector) consisting of a constant 1 and the n features that describe the instance. W is a vector of n + 1 coefficients, also known as weights. If W T Y > 0, then the LTU infers that Y belongs to one class A, otherwise the LTU infers that Y belongs to the other class B. If there are more than two classes, then one may use the LTU to partition the set of observed instances into two subsets that each may contain instances from one or more classes. The subsets can be formed by using prior knowledge about which classes are most similar or by using a partition-merit criterion during training whose goal is to find the partition that best clusters the classes into meaningful subsets.
A linear machine (LM) is a set of R linear discriminant functions that are used collectively to assign an instance to one of the R classes (Nilsson, 1965 
Finding the coefficients of a multivariate test
Deferring the issue of which features should be included in a linear combination until the next section, this section addresses the issue of how to find the coefficients of a multivariate test. Given i features, one wants to find the set of coefficients that will result in the best partition of the training instances. Because the multivariate test will be used in a decision tree, this issue is different from finding the linear threshold unit or linear machine that has maximum accuracy when used to classify the training data. In a decision tree, the quality of a set of coefficients (and the test that they form) will be judged by how well the test partitions the instances into their classes. Indeed, the optimal set of coefficients for a set of instances observed at a node in the tree may not be best with respect to finding the optimal tree. The same problem exists for test selection during univariate decision tree construction.
One dimension along which one can differentiate coefficient learning algorithms is the partition-merit criterion they seek to maximize. Many coefficient algorithms maximize accuracy for the training data, and when embedded in a decision tree algorithm may fail to find a test that discriminates the instances (i.e., the test classifies all instances as from one class). This situation occurs when the highest accuracy can be achieved by classifying all of the instances as being from one class. However, for some data sets this characteristic may not be undesirable; for domains that contain noisy instances, this situation may occur only near the leaves of the decision tree. In such cases, classifying all instances as one class may result in the best classifier. A different criterion is used in the CART system (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen & Stone, 1984) , which searches explicitly for a set of coefficients that maximizes a discrete impurity measure.
For some partition-merit criteria the problem of finding an optimal multivariate test is NP-Complete (Heath, Kasif, & Salzberg, 1993) . One such criterion is to minimize the number of misclassified examples. For these types of criteria, one must use heuristic search techniques to find a good set of coefficients. A recent improvement has been to add a random component to a heuristic search procedure and to employ multiple searches (Heath et al., 1993; Murthy, Kasif, Salzberg & Beigel, 1993) . These two modifications decrease the chance of getting stuck in local minima when searching for a set of coefficients.
Another approach is to use linear programming (LP) to find a set of coefficients. Recently, Bennett and Mangasarian (1992) have created a linear programming approach that minimizes the average error of the misclassified objects. Unlike other LP methods, their method always finds an optimal nondegenerate solution in a single linear program without imposing any additional constraints.
Feature selection
Which features should be selected for a linear combination test? One wants to eliminate noisy and irrelevant features, minimize the number of features in the test to increase understandability, and decrease the number of features in the data that need to be evaluated. In addition, one wants to find the best combination with respect to some partition-merit criterion. For most data sets it will be impossible to try every combination of features because the number of possible combinations is exponential in the number of features. Therefore, some type of heuristic search procedure must be used. Two well-known greedy algorithms for selecting features for a linear combination test are Sequential Backward Elimination (SBE) and Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) (Kittler, 1986 ). An SEE search begins with all n features and removes those features that do not contribute to the effectiveness of the split. SBE is based on the assumption that it is better to search for a useful projection onto fewer dimensions from a relatively well informed state than it is to search for a projection onto more dimensions from a relatively uninformed state (Breiman, et al., 1984 ). An SFS search starts with zero features and sequentially adds the feature that contributes most to the effectiveness of the split. We will discuss these two approaches in detail in Section 4.
Another factor of feature selection is the decision of whether one is willing to trade accuracy for simplicity. If there is a cost associated with obtaining the value of a feature, then one can bias the selection process to select less expensive features. The criterion function used to select features can be a function of cost and quality. For example, one can restrict the number of features permitted in a test or when using an SBE search, continue to eliminate features as long as there is not more than some prespecified percentage drop in the partition-merit criterion.
In addition to searching for the best linear combination using some partition-merit criterion, one must also pay attention to the number of instances at a node relative to the number of features in the test. If the number of unique instances is not more than several times the dimensionality of the number of features in the test, then the test will underfit the training instances (Duda & Hart, 1973) . In other words, when there are too few instances, there are many possible orientations for the hyperplane defined by the test, and there is no basis for selecting one orientation over another. In these cases the feature selection mechanism should only consider tests that will not underfit the training instances. We call this selection criterion the underfilling criterion. When this criterion is used with the SBE method, features will be eliminated until the test no longer underfits the training data. When used with the SFS method, features will be added only as long as the addition of a new feature will not cause the test to underfit the training data.
As mentioned in Section 2.4, coefficient learning methods that seek to maximize accuracy on the training instances may fail to find a test that discriminates the instances. To provide a partial solution to this dilemma, one can add a discrimination criterion to the feature selection method. Then the goal of a feature selection algorithm is to find a linear combination test based on the fewest features that maximizes the partition merit criterion, discriminates the instances and does not underfit the training instances.
Avoiding overfilling
A common approach to correcting for overfitting in a decision tree model is to prune back the tree to an appropriate level. A tree is grown, which classifies all the training instances correctly, and then subtrees are pruned back to reduce future classification errors (Breiman, et al., 1984; Quinlan, 1987) . Quinlan (1987b) and Mingers (1989b) compare commonly used methods.
Traditional pruning methods examine the effect of eliminating entire nodes or subtrees of the tree to determine if they should be pruned. However, although a multivariate test may overfit the training instances, pruning the entire node may result in even more classification errors. The issue here is the granularity of the nodes in a multivariate decision tree; the granularity can vary from a univariate test at one end of the spectrum to a multivariate test based on all n features at the other end. In the case where removing a multivariate test results in a higher estimated error, one can try to reduce the error by eliminating features from the multivariate test. Eliminating features generalizes the multivariate test; a multivariate test based on n -1 features is more general than one based on n features.
Learning the coefficients of a linear combination test
In this section we review four existing methods for learning the coefficients of a linear combination test The first method, Recursive Least Squares (RLS) (Young, 1984) , minimizes the mean-squared error over the training data. The second method, the Pocket Algorithm (Gallant, 1986) , maximizes the number of correct classifications on the training data. The third method, Thermal Training (Frean, 1990) , converges to a set of coefficients by paying decreasing attention to large errors. The fourth method, CART's coefficient learning method (Breiman, et al. 1984) , explicitly searches for a set of coefficients that minimizes the impurity of the partition created by the multivariate test. The RLS and CART methods are restricted to binary partitions of the data, whereas the Thermal and Pocket algorithms produce multiway partitions.
Recursive Least Squares procedure
The Recursive Least Squares Algorithm, invented by Gauss, is a recursive version of the Least Squares (LS) Algorithm. An LS procedure minimizes the mean squared error, £ ( . (y, -yi) 2 of the training data, where y, is the true value and y t is the estimated value of the dependent variable, y, for instance i. For discrete classification problems, the true value of the dependent variable (the class) is either c or -c. In our implementation of the RLS procedure we use c = 1.
To find the coefficients of the linear function that minimizes the mean-squared error, the RLS algorithm incrementally updates the coefficients using the error between the estimated value of the dependent variable and the true value. Specifically, after instance k is observed, RLS updates the weight vector, W, as follows:
where X k is the instance vector, y k is the value of the independent variable (the class), and Kk = Pk^k is the weight assigned to the update. P, the error-covariance matrix, is a weighting matrix of size n x n, which over time decreases and smoothes the errors made by the linear combination (in statistics texts P is shown as £). After each instance k is observed, P is updated as follows:
As more instances are observed, each individual instance has less effect on W, because RLS minimizes the mean-squared error. This is reflected in the decreasing values of the entries of the matrix P.
RLS requires that one set the initial weights Wo and initialize P, the error-covariance matrix. If little is known about the true W and Wo is set to zero, then the initial values of P should reflect this uncertainty: the diagonal elements should be set to large values to indicate a large initial error variance and little confidence in the initial estimate of W 0 . Young (1984) suggests setting the diagonal elements to 10 6 . The off-diagonal elements should be set to zero when there is no a priori information about the covariance properties of W. In this case, the best estimate is that they are zero. When there is no noise in the data and the number of instances is enough to determine W uniquely, the RLS algorithm needs to see each instance only once. Otherwise, one must-cycle through the instances some small number of times (our implementation cycles through the instances three times) to converge to a set of weights. For a detailed discussion of the RLS algorithm, see Young (1984) .
The Pocket Algorithm
Gallant's (1986) Pocket Algorithm seeks a set of coefficients for a multivariate test that minimizes the number of errors when the test is applied to the training data. Note that this goal is different from the goal of the RLS training method, which minimizes the meansquared error. The Pocket Algorithm uses the Absolute Error Correction Rule (Nilsson, 1965; Duda & Hart, 1973) to update the weights of an LTU (or an LM). For an LTU (or an LM), the algorithm saves in P (the pocket) the best weight vector W that occurs during normal perceptron training, as measured by the longest run of consecutive-correct classifications, called the pocket count. Assuming that the observed instances are chosen in a random order, Gallant shows that the probability of an LTU based on the pocket vector P being optimal approaches 1 as training proceeds. The pocket vector is probabilistically optimal in the sense that no other weight vector visited so far is likely to be a more accurate classifier. The Pocket Algorithm fulfills a critical role when searching for a separating hyperplane because the classification accuracy of an LTU trained using the absolute error correction rule is unpredictable when the instances are not linearly separable (Duda & Hart, 1973) . This algorithm was used previously in PT2, an incremental multivariate decision tree algorithm (Utgoff & Brodley, 1990) . 
The Thermal Training Procedure
The Thermal Training Procedure (Frean, 1990) can be applied to a linear threshold unit or a linear machine, but here we discuss its application to linear machines. One well known method for training a linear machine is the Absolute Error Correction Rule (Duda & Possum, 1966) , which adjusts Wi-and Wj, where i is the class to which the instance belongs and j is the class to which the linear machine incorrectly assigns the instance. The correction is accomplished by W,-<-W,-+ cY and Wj «-Wj -cY, where the correction, causes the updated linear machine to classify the instance correctly. In our implementation of this procedure e = 0.1. If the training instances are linearly separable, then cycling through the instances allows the linear machine to partition the instances into separate convex regions.
If the instances are not linearly separable, then the error corrections will not cease, and the classification accuracy of the linear machine will be unpredictable. Frean (1990) has developed the notion of a "thermal perceptron", which gives stable behavior even when the instances are not linearly separable. Frean observed that two kinds of errors preclude convergence when the instances are not linearly separable. First, as shown in the upper left portion of Fig. 2 , if an instance is far from the decision boundary and would be misclassified, then the decision boundary needs a large adjustment in order to remove the error. On the assumption that the boundary is converging to a good location, relatively large adjustments become increasingly counterproductive. To achieve stability, Frean calls for paying decreasing attention to large errors. The second kind of problematic error occurs when a misclassified instance lies very close to the decision boundary, as shown to the right of the boundary in Fig. 2 . To ensure that the weights converge, one needs to reduce the effect of all corrections. Utgoff and Brodley (1991a) adapted these ideas to a linear machine, yielding a thermal linear machine. Decreasing attention is paid to large errors by using the correction factor: Table 1 . Training a thermal linear machine.
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Initialize b to 2. If linear machine is correct for all instances or emag/lmag < a for the last 2 * n instances, then return (« = the number of features). Otherwise, pass through the training instances once, and for each instance Y that would be misclassified by the linear machine and for which k < (1, immediately where b is annealed during training and As the amount of error k approaches 0, the correction c approaches 1 regardless of ft. Therefore, to ensure that the linear machine converges, the amount of correction c is annealed regardless of k. This is achieved by multiplying c by ft, because it is already annealing, giving the correction Table 1 shows the algorithm for training a thermal linear machine, ft is reduced geometrically by rate a, and arithmetically by constant b. This enables the algorithm to spend more time training with small values of ft when it is refining the location of the decision boundary. Also note that ft is reduced only when the magnitude of the linear machine decreased for the current weight adjustment, but increased during the previous adjustment. In this algorithm, the magnitude of a linear machine is the sum of the magnitudes of its constituent weight vectors. The criterion for when to reduce ft is motivated by the fact that the magnitude of the linear machine increases rapidly during the early training, stabilizing when the decision boundary is near its final location (Duda & Hart, 1973) . The default values for a (0.999) and b (0.0005) remained the same throughout the experiments reported in this article.
A thermal linear machine has converged when the magnitude of each correction k to the linear machine is larger than ft for each instance in the training set. However, one does not need to continue to train until convergence; the magnitude of the linear machine asymptotes quickly, and it is at this point that training is stopped to reduce the time required to find the coefficients. To determine this point, after each update the magnitude of the new set of weight vectors and the magnitude of the error correction emag is computed. If the magnitude of the new set of weight vectors is larger than any observed thus far, it is stored in Imag. Training stops when the ratio of the magnitude of the error correction to Imag is less than a for the last 2 * n instances, where n is equal to the number of features in the linear machine. Empirical tests show that setting a -.01 is effective in reducing total training time without reducing the quality of the learned classifier (Brodley & Utgoff, 1992) .
CART: explicit reduction of impurity
CART searches explicitly for a set of coefficients that minimizes the impurity of the partition defined by the multivariate test (Breiman, et al. 1984 ). The impurity is minimized if each partition contains instances from a single class; the impurity is at a maximum if all classes are represented equally in each partition. To measure the impurity of a partition, CART uses one of five partition-merit criteria, specified by the user. Only instances for which no values are missing are used during training. Each instance is normalized by centering each value of each feature at its median and then dividing by its interquartile range. After normalization, the algorithm takes a set of coefficients W = (w\ w n ) such that and searches for the best split of the form:
as c ranges over all possible values for a given precision. The search algorithm cycles through the features, x\,..., x n , at each step doing a search for an improved linear combination split. At the beginning of the L' h cycle, let the current linear combination split be v < c. For fixed y, CART searches for the best split of the form: v -8(x\ -t-y) < c, such that and The search for S is carried out for y = -0.25,0.0,0.25. The resulting three splits are compared, using the chosen partition-merit criterion, and the S and y corresponding to the best are used to update v, producing:
where w\ = w\ -S, w' t = ui,-, i > 1 and c' = c + 8y>. This search is repeated for each *,, i = 2,..., n resulting in an updated split VL < C L . The final step of the cycle is to find the best CL, and the system searches explicitly for the split that minimizes the impurity of the resulting partition. The result of this search is used to start the next cycle. The search for the coefficients continues until the reduction in the impurity as measured by the partitionmerit criterion is less than some small threshold, s. After the final linear combination is determined, it is converted to a split on the original non-normalized features. Find a set of coefficients for a test based on all n features, producing T n . Set; -n, 7b es t = T n . Find the best T,-\ by eliminating the feature that causes the smallest decrease of the partition-merit criterion. If the best 7} _ i is better than Tbest , then set Tbest = the best T i -1 . If the stopping criterion is met, then stop and return Tbest. Otherwise, set i = i -1 and go to Step 3.
Feature selection
At each test node in the tree, one wants to minimize the number of features included in the test. In this section we describe five methods for selecting the features to include in a linear combination test. The two basic approaches: Sequential Backward Elimination (SEE) and Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. In Section 4.3 we describe a version of SBE that uses a measure of the dispersion of the set of weights to determine which feature to eliminate. In Section 4.4 we describe a new heuristic approach that chooses at each node in the tree whether to perform an SFS or SBE search and in Section 4.5 we describe a feature selection mechanism, used in the CART system, that trades quality for simplicity.
Sequential Backward Elimination
A Sequential Backward Elimination search is a top down search method that starts with all of the features and tries to remove the feature that will cause the smallest decrease of some partition-merit criterion that reflects the amount of classification information conveyed by the feature (Kittler, 1986) . Each feature of a test either contributes to, makes no difference to, or hinders the quality of the test. An SBE search iteratively removes the feature that contributes least to the quality of the test. It continues eliminating features until a specified stopping criterion is met. Table 2 shows the general SBE algorithm. To determine which feature to eliminate (Step 3), the coefficients for i linear combination tests, each with a different feature removed, are computed using the chosen method for learning the coefficients of a linear combination test.
There are two choices that must be made to implement the SBE algorithm: the choice of partition-merit criterion and the stopping criterion. For example, a partition-merit criterion may measure the accuracy of the test when applied to the training data, or measure the entropy, as with the Gini (Breiman, et al. 1984) or Information Gain Ratio (Quinlan, 1986a) criteria. The stopping criterion determines when to stop eliminating features from the linear combination test. For example, the search can continue until only one feature remains or the search can be halted if the value of the partition-merit criterion for a test based on i -1 features is less than that for a test based on i features. During the process of eliminating features, the best linear combination test with the minimum number of features, T best , is saved. When feature elimination ceases, the test for the decision node is the saved linear combination test. In our implementation of the SBE algorithm we use the following stopping criterion: continue to eliminate features as long the accuracy of the current test based on i features is either more accurate or is not more than 10% less accurate than the accuracy of best test found thus far, and two or more features remain to be eliminated. This Select the best of n linear combination tests, each based on a different single feature, producing T 1 . Set i = 1, Tbest = T\. Find the best T i+1 by adding the feature that causes the largest increase of the partition-merit criterion. If the best 7/+i is better than 7 best , then set T best = the best T i+1 . If the stopping criterion is met, then stop and return 7 best . Otherwise, set (' = i + 1, and go to Step 3. heuristic stopping criterion is based on the observation that if the accuracy drops by more than 10%, the chance of finding a better test based on fewer features is remote. 
Sequential Forward Selection
A Sequential Forward Selection search is a bottom up search method that starts with zero features and tries to add the feature that that will cause the largest increase of some partitionmerit criterion. An SFS search iteratively adds the feature that results in the most improvement of the quality of the test. It continues adding features until the specified stopping criterion is met. During the process of adding features, the best linear combination test with the minimum number of features is saved. When feature addition ceases, the test for the decision node is the saved linear combination test. Table 3 shows the general SFS search algorithm.
Like the SBE algorithm, the SFS algorithm needs a partition-merit criterion and a stopping criterion. The stopping criterion determines when to stop adding features to the test. Clearly, the search must stop when all features have been added. The search can stop before this point is reached, and in our implementation we employ a heuristic stopping criterion, based on the observation that if the accuracy of the best test based on i + 1 features drops by more than 10% over the best test observed thus far, then the chance of finding a better test based on more features is remote. This observation is particularly germane in domains where some of the features are noisy or irrelevant.
Dispersion-Guided Sequential Backward Elimination
The Dispersion-Guided Sequential Backward Elimination (DSBE) search is a new variation of the SBE algorithm. Instead of selecting the feature to remove by searching for the feature that causes the smallest decrease of the partition-merit criterion, DSBE selects the feature to remove that contributes the least to discriminability based on the magnitude of the weights of the LTU (or LM). This reduces the search time by a factor of n; instead of comparing n linear combination tests when deciding which of the n features to eliminate, DSBE compares only two linear combination tests (7} to 7 i-1 ). To be able to judge the relative importance of the features by their weights, we normalize the instances before training using the procedure described in Section 2.2.
For an LTU test, we measure the contribution of a feature to the ability to discriminate by its corresponding weight's magnitude. We choose the feature corresponding to the weight of smallest magnitude as the one to eliminate. For an LM test, we evaluate a feature's contribution using a measure of the dispersion of its weights over the set of classes. A feature whose weights are widely dispersed has two desirable characteristics. Firstly, a weight with a large magnitude causes the corresponding feature to make a large contribution to the value of the discriminant function, and hence discriminability. Secondly, a feature whose weights are widely spaced across the R linear discriminant functions (R is the number of classes) makes different contributions to the value of the discrimination function of each class. Therefore, one would like to eliminate the feature whose weights are of smallest magnitude and are least dispersed. To this end, DSBE computes, for each remaining feature, the average squared distance between the weights of the linear discriminant functions for each pair of classes and then eliminates the feature that has the smallest dispersion. This measure is analogous to the Euclidean Interclass Distance Measure for estimating error (Kittler, 1986) .
Heuristic Sequential Search
The Heuristic Sequential Search (HSS) algorithm is a combination of the SFS algorithm and the SBE algorithm. Given a set of training instances, HSS first finds a linear combination test based on all n features and the best linear test based on only one feature. It then compares the quality of the two tests using the specified partition-merit criterion. If the test based on only one feature is better, then it performs a SFS search, otherwise it performs a SBE search. Although intuitively it may appear that HSS will never select the SFS search algorithm, in practice we have found that it does. If many of the features are irrelevant or noisy then the SFS algorithm will be the preferred method.
Trading quality for simplicity
CART's linear combination algorithm differs from the previous four in three ways. Firstly, it uses only numeric features to form linear combination tests. Secondly, it uses only instances complete in the numeric features; if the value of any feature in an instance is missing, then the instance is excluded from the training instances for the linear combination. Finally, it may choose a linear combination test based on fewer features even if the accuracy of the test is lower than that of a test based on more features.
CART performs an SBE search to find a linear discriminant function that minimizes the impurity of the resulting partition. CART first searches for the coefficients of a linear combination based on all of the numeric features using the procedure described in Section 3.4. After the coefficients have been found, CART calculates, for each feature, the increase in the node impurity if the feature were to be omitted. The feature that causes the smallest increase, /,• is chosen and the threshold c is recalculated to optimize the reduction in impurity. If the increase in the impurity of eliminating f i is less than a constant, ft, times the maximum increase in impurity for eliminating one feature, then f i , is omitted and the search continues. Note that after each individual feature is omitted, CART searches for a new threshold c, but leaves the coefficients of the remaining features unchanged. After CART determines that further elimination is undesirable, the set of coefficients for the remaining features is recalculated. The best linear combination found by CART is added to the set of possible univariate tests and the best of this new set is chosen as a test at the current node. Therefore, even with the addition of a linear combination test, CART may still pick a univariate test. Indeed, we shall see in Section 6.3 that this is often the case.
Pruning classifiers to avoid overfitting
In Section 2.6 we discussed the issue of overfitting multivariate decision trees. In this section we describe how to prune back a multivariate decision tree. To address the problem that a multivariate test can itself overfit, we introduce a modification to the basic pruning algorithm. We call this modified algorithm Multivariate Tree Pruning (MTP). The basic approach to pruning a decision tree is: for every non-leaf subtree examine the change in the estimated classification error if the subtree were replaced by a leaf labeled with the class of the majority of the training examples used to form a test at the root of the subtree. The subtree is replaced with a leaf if it lowers the estimated classification error; otherwise, the subtree is retained. There are many different methods for estimating the classification error of a subtree, which include using an independent set of instances or using crossvalidation on the training instances (Breiman, et al., 1984; Quinlan, 1987) .
If pruning a subtree would result in more errors, then the MTP algorithm determines whether eliminating features from the multivariate test lowers the estimated classification error. This procedure is restricted to subtrees whose children are all leaves. (Eliminating features from an intermediate test node may change the partition that the node defines; the subtree rooted at that node would then need to be retrained to ensure the same level of accuracy.) During training, the instances used to form each test at the node are retained. To prune a multivariate test, the algorithm uses the SBE search procedure. It iteratively eliminates a feature, retrains the coefficients for the remaining features, using the original training instances and then evaluates the new test on the prune set. If the new test based on fewer features causes no rise in the estimated number of errors then elimination continues. Otherwise, the test that minimizes the estimated error rate is returned (for some data sets this will be the original test).
Evaluation of multivariate tree construction methods
To evaluate the various multivariate tree construction methods, we performed several experiments. In Section 6.1 we describe our experimental method and the data sets used in the experiments. The next three sections compare different aspects of multivariate tree construction: Section 6.2 compares the coefficient learning algorithms; Section 6.3 compares the feature selection algorithms; and Section 6.4 assesses the utility of the Multivariate Tree Pruning Algorithm.
Experimental method
In this section we describe the experimental method used in each of the next three sections. In each experiment we compare two or more different learning methods across a variety of learning tasks. For each learning method, we performed ten four-fold crossvalidation runs on each data set.
2 A crossvalidation run for one data set was performed as follows:
1. Split the original data randomly into four equal parts. For each of the four parts, P it i = 1,2,3,4:
(A) Use part Pj for testing (25%) and split the remaining data (75%) randomly into training (50%) and pruning (25%) data. The results of the ten four-fold cross-validations were then averaged. In the experiments we report both the sample average and standard deviation of each method's classification accuracy for the independent test sets. The conclusions that we draw in each of the following experiments must be considered in the context of our experimental assumptions: the specified experimental method for generating statistics of the algorithms; the strategy for filling in missing values and normalizing the instances; and the method of pruning back the classifiers. Table 4 describes the chosen data sets, which were picked with the objective of covering a broad range of data set characteristics. We chose both two-class and multiclass data sets, data sets with different types of features (numeric (N), symbolic (S) and Boolean (B)), data sets for which some of the values may be missing, and data sets with different class proportions. The last column in Table 4 reports the number of values missing from each data set. Brief descriptions of each data are:
Breast: The breast cancer data consists of 699 instances, described by nine numeric features. The class of each instance indicates whether the cancer was benign or malignant (Mangasarian, Setiono & Wolberg, 1990 ). Bupa: The task for this data set is to determine whether a patient has a propensity for a liver disorder based on the results of six blood tests. Cleveland: This data set, compiled by Dr. Robert Detrano, et al. (1989) , was collected at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. The task is to determine whether a patient does or does not have heart disease. Glass: In this domain the task is to identify glass samples taken from the scene of an accident. The examples were collected by B. German of the Home Office Forensic Science Service at Aldermaston, Reading, UK. Hepatitis: The task for this domain is to predict from test results whether a patient will live, or die from hepatitis. LED : Breiman, et al.'s (1984) data for the digit recognition problem consists often classes representing whether a 0-9 is showing on an LED display. Each attribute has a 10% probability of having its value inverted.
Segment:
For this data set the task is to learn to segment an image into the seven classes: sky, cement, window, brick, grass, foliage and path. Each instance is the average of a 3x3 grid of pixels represented by 17 low-level, real-valued image features. The data set was formed from seven images of buildings from the University of Massachusetts campus that were segmented by hand to create the class labels. Vowel: The task is to recognize the eleven steady-state vowels of British English independent of the speaker. There are ten numeric features describing each vowel. Eight speakers were used to form a training set, and seven different speakers were used to form an independent test set. Each of the 15 speakers said each vowel six times creating 528 instances in the training set and 462 in the test set. For runs using this data set we retained the original training and test sets and therefore did not perform a cross-validation.
Learning coefficients
In this section, we compare three of the coefficient learning algorithms: the Pocket Algorithm, the RLS Procedure and the Thermal Training Procedure. Because the aim of this experiment is to compare the coefficient training methods for linear combinations only, we omit CART's training procedure from this comparison. (CART chooses from both linear combinations and univariate tests.) In this experiment we ran each of the three coefficient learning algorithms in conjunction with the SBE, SFS and DSBE feature-selection methods to assess the accuracy, running time and size of the trees produced by each. In each of the feature selection algorithms we used the Information Gain Ratio merit criterion (Quinlan, 1986a) and the discrimination and underfitting crileria described in Section 2.5. In addition, because one of the feature selection algorilhms, DSBE, requires that the input features be normalized, we normalize the instances at each node and retain the normalization information for testing. Missing values were filled in using the sample mean (see Section 2.2).
To prune the trees we use the Reduced Error Pruning algorithm (Quinlan, 1987) , which uses a set of instances, the prune set, that is independent of the training instances to estimate the error of a decision tree. Because our primary focus in this experiment is to evaluate the coefficient learning algorithms, we defer comparing the feature selection methods until the next section.
This section seeks to answer the following questions about the coefficient learning methods:
1. Which method achieves the best accuracy on the independent set of lest instances? 2. Is there any interaction among the coefficient learning algorithms and the feature selection methods? 3. Which method takes the least amount of computation time? 4. Does the choice of coefficient learning algorithm have any affect on the size of the trees generated? Table 5 reports the sample average and standard deviation of the classification accuracy on the independent test sets from the ten cross-validation runs for each two-class data set. We are restricted to two-class data sets because the RLS algorithm is defined for linear threshold units. RLS achieves the lowest error rale, except for the Breast data and for the Bupa data with SBE. Thermal is belter than Pocket except for the Bupa data set. Because the same random splits of a data set were used for each method, the difference in accuracies, within one selection method, are attributable to two factors: the coefficient learning algorithm's ability to find the best concept representation and its dependence on the order in which instances are presented. Given a training set, RLS's performance is invariant to the order in which instances are presented. However, each of the Pocket and Thermal algorithms may not find the same generalization given two different orderings of the instances. The sample standard deviations of each algorithm illustrate this difference; in every case RLS has the lowest sample standard deviation.
To determine whether the differences among the accuracies of the three coefficient learning algorithms are statistically significant, 3 we ran a two-way analysis of variance: for each data set, we grouped accuracy (the dependent variable) by algorithm, by selection, and by algorithm and selection. The results are shown in Table 6 . The first row of the table shows the p-value that the differences among the coefficient learning algorithms is due to chance. The closer the p-value is to zero, the more significant the difference is. For example, a value less than 0.05 means that the probability that the observed difference among the accuracies of the ten four-fold cross-validation runs, grouped by algorithm, is due to chance is less than 5%. The second row of the table reports the probability that the differences among selection methods is due to chance and the final row reports the probability that the interaction between the coefficient training method and selection method is due to chance. The conclusions that can be drawn from this analysis are: there is a difference among algorithms, there is no difference among selection methods, and that the difference among algorithms does not depend on the selection method.
The two-way analysis of variance indicated that the difference in accuracies is due to the choice of coefficient learning algorithm. The results reported in Table 5 indicate that RLS is the best overall and that Thermal is the second best method. To determine the statistical significance of the differences between RLS and the other two methods and between Thermal and Pocket, we performed two contrast experiments using a one-way analysis of variance, grouping accuracy by coefficient learning algorithm. Table 7 shows the p-values of these tests. The first row reports the probability that the difference between RLS and the two other methods is due to chance across all three feature selection methods and the second row reports the probability that the difference between Thermal and Pocket is due to chance across all three selection methods. For all four data sets, the difference between RLS and the other two methods is statistically significant. Note that in one case, the Breast data, RLS is not the best method. The difference between Thermal and Pocket is statistically significant for two out of four data sets. From this analysis and from the accuracies reported in Table 5 we conclude that, overall, the ranking of coefficient training algorithms is: RLS, Thermal and Pocket. In Table 8 we report the number of CPU seconds each algorithm used to find a multivariate decision tree. 4 The RLS algorithm takes much longer than the Pocket and Thermal algorithms to find a linear combination test when used with the SFS or SBE selection algorithms. There are two contributing factors to the difference in time. Firstly, RLS updates the coefficient vector for each observed instance, whereas the Pocket and Thermal algorithms update the coefficient vector only if an observed instance would be classified incorrectly by the current LTU. The second factor is the number of operations performed per update: RLS must update the error covariance matrix, P, for each update and therefore needs 0(n 2 ) operations (n is the number of features in the LTU), whereas the Pocket and Thermal algorithms need only O(n) operations per update. This difference in training time is greatly reduced for the DSBE selection algorithm. Recall that the DSBE algorithm reduces computation time over SBE by a factor of n, where n is the number of features in the data set. Note that for the Bupa data set, the difference in training time between RLS and the other two methods is less than that for the other data sets. This is due to the fact that training time for finding the decision trees is a function of the training time of the coefficient learning algorithm and tree size. For the Bupa data set, the trees produced with RLS had fewer than half as many test nodes as those produced by Pocket and Thermal. For this data set, RLS was able to find better linear combination tests, thereby reducing training time.
In Table 9 we compare the size of the trees resulting from each of the coefficient training algorithms. Each entry reports the average number-of test nodes (Tests) and the average of the sum of the number of features in each test node of the tree (Size). The first measure, Tests, gives the number of test nodes in the tree and the second, Size, gives a measure of tree complexity. Because each test in the tree is binary, the number of leaves for each tree is equal to the number of test nodes plus one. In every case the RLS algorithm produced trees with fewer test nodes and smaller size than each of the Thermal and Pocket algorithms. In 8 out of 12 cases the Thermal algorithm produced smaller trees than the Pocket algorithm. Note that this ranking corresponds to the overall ranking of the algorithms by accuracy.
We draw the following conclusions from this experiment:
1. Overall, RLS achieves the best accuracy of the three methods.
2. This result is invariant of which feature selection method was used. For these four data sets there was no interaction among the coefficient learning algorithms and the feature selection methods. 3. RLS requires far more CPU time than Thermal Training or the Pocket Algorithm. In all but one case Thermal Training was the fastest of the three methods. 4. For these data sets RLS produced the smallest trees.
Although RLS is computationally more expensive than the other two methods, overall it produced smaller, more accurate decision trees. The one drawback of the RLS algorithm is that at present we know of no direct application of RLS for learning a multiway partition. One approach to using RLS for multiclass tasks would be to form subsets of the classes and use RLS to learn a binary partition. An important issue for future research is the application of RLS to multiclass data sets.
Feature selection methods
In this section we evaluate the feature selection methods in two ways. The first experiment compares only multivariate feature selection methods. The second experiment compares multivariate, univariate, and multivariate plus univariate feature selection methods. 6.3.1 Multivariate methods. In this experiment we use the RLS coefficient learning method for two-class data sets. We use Thermal Training procedure for multiclass data sets because, as discussed above, RLS produces tests that define binary partitions of the data. Each algorithm fills in missing values using the sample mean at each node, uses the Information Gain Ratio merit criterion (Quinlan, 1986a) , the discrimination and underfilling criteria, and the Reduced Error Pruning algorithm. The algorithms differ only in the feature selection procedure used. This section seeks to answer the following questions:
1. Is SBE better than SFS because of starting from an informed position? 2. Does Heuristic Sequential Search (HSS) select the best method? 3. Does Dispersion-Guided Sequential Backward Elimination (DSBE) give up any accuracy over SBE? Is the dispersion heuristic a good one? 4. How do the methods compare in terms of computation time? 5. How is tree size affected by the selection method? Tables 10 and 11 report the sample average and standard deviation of the accuracy for each method for the two-class and multiclass data sets respectively. SEE produced trees that made fewer errors than SFS for the Cleveland, Glass, Hepatitis and Vowel data sets. The only statistically significant differences between SBE and SFS, at the 0.05 level using paired t-tests, were for the Bupa, Hepalitis and Vowel data sets. Although for one case (Vowel) this difference was quite large, from these results we cannot conclude that starting from an informed position (SBE) results in trees with lower error rates; for some data sets SBE is a better search bias, whereas for others SFS is a better bias.
HSS is a combination of SEE and SFS. Overall it performs better than either of SBE and SFS. For two of the data sets, Glass and Segment, it achieves slightly higher accuracy than each of SBE and SFS. HSS was never significantly worse than either SBE or SFS, providing evidence that the heuristic for selecting between SBE and SFS is effective for choosing which of the two is a better search strategy at each node.
To evaluate the heuristic dispersion measure used in DSBE, we compare DSBE to SBE. A surprising result is that DSBE does better, albeit only slightly better, than SBE for five of the data sets. On the remaining data sets DSBE does not do much worse than SBE. For only two of the data sets, Bupa and Segment, is the difference statistically significant at the 0.05 level using a paired t-test. One would expect DSBE to perform more poorly than SBE if, during feature elimination with DSBE, the features eliminated did not have a dispersion much lower than several others. In these cases, a different feature may be a better choice. An alternative approach that we have not tried yet, would be to combine DSBE and SBE: at each step, select one of i linear combination tests, each with a different feature removed from the set of i lowest dispersion features.
In Table 12 we report the number of seconds used by each method. The ranking of the methods from least to most time is: DSBE, SFS, HSS, SBE. These results correspond to the ranking of the methods by the number of linear combination tests that each method must evaluate in the worst case. In the worst case, DSBE must eliminate n-1 features, causing it to learn the coefficients for n -l separate linear combination tests. If the time required to learn the coefficients for a linear combination based on i features is m i , then the worst-case time complexity of DSBE at a node is:
where m is the worst-case time for learning the coefficients for a linear combination test. For SFS, the worst-case time complexity at a node is:
For SBE, the worst case time complexity at a node is: SBE and SFS have the same asymptotic worst-case time complexity. However, because m i is less than m i+1 , we can substitute i for m i and rewrite the equation for SFS as and for SBE as When n > 8, the worst-case time for SBE is greater than for SFS. In addition to worst-case time complexity, we consider the average case: for most data sets an SBE search will stop before all features have been eliminated and an SFS search will stop before all features have been added. Because time m i is typically less than time m i+1 , on average SFS needs less time than SBE.
No single selection method produced the smallest trees in terms of total tree size. We omit a comparison table as all it would illustrate is that no one method or set of methods results in the smallest trees. The methods did differ in the number of features tested per node: SFS produced tests with fewer features than DSBE, which in turn produced tests with fewer features than SBE. However, this difference did not affect overall tree size because the trees constructed using SFS had more test nodes than those constructed using SBE.
In summary, the conclusions we draw from this experiment are:
1. Which of SBE and SFS produces better trees varies from data set to data set; starting from an informed position (SBE) is not always better. 2. HSS is effective for selecting which of SBE or SFS will produce the better tree. 3. In six out of eight cases, DSBE was not significantly different from SBE at the .05 level.
Because DSBE is much faster than SBE, if time is a factor, then DSBE can be used in place of SBE. 4. The ranking of the methods from least to most computation time is DSBE, SFS, HSS, SBE. 5. Overall tree size is not affected by selection method. SFS produced tests with fewer features than DSBE, which in turn produced tests with fewer features than SBE. However, SFS produced trees with more test nodes than DSBE, which in turn produced trees with more test nodes than SBE.
Multivariate and univariate methods.
In the second feature selection experiment we compare the multivariate decision tree algorithms to the univariate decision tree algorithms. In this experiment the best linear combination test found by a multivariate test procedure was added to the set of possible univariate tests, and the test that maximized the partition-merit criterion from this new set was then chosen. In the tables that report the results of this experiment, we differentiate these algorithms from those used in the previous two experiments by adding "+ Uni" to each method's name. To assess the effect of adding multivariate tests on accuracy, tree size and training time, we included four univariate decision tree algorithms: univariate CART, C4.5 (Quinlan, 1987) , and two algorithms that we implemented, Uni-I and Uni-G, that use the Information Gain Ratio and the Gini merit criterion respectively. Univariate CART was used as a control case for the multivariate CART methods. We ran three versions of CART with linear combinations added, each with a different value for /$, CART's discard parameter described in Section 4.5. Recall that CART differs from the other multivariate methods; it builds linear combination tests using only the numeric features and only those instances that are not missing values. CART uses the Gini merit criterion (Breiman, et al. 1984) . We ran each of the other multivariate feature selection procedures twice, once with the Gini criterion and once with the Information Gain Ratio criterion, indicated in the tables by "-G" and "-I", respectively. Uni-I and Uni-G are the control cases for comparison to the multivariate methods that we implemented. C4.5 was run with the following settings: windowing was disabled, so that like the other algorithms, C4.5 created a single decision tree from the data it was given; the Information Gain Ratio criterion was used to select tests at nodes; and the pruning confidence level was set to 10%, which is the default value. Unlike the other decision tree algorithms, C4.5 does not estimate the error during pruning with the error of an independent set of instances; to prune a tree, C4.5 estimates the error from the training data. Because the goal of this experiment is to compare selection methods for decision trees, we want all other aspects of the algorithms to be identical. Therefore, we chose not to give C4.5 the pruning instances as part of the training data, in order to keep the comparison fair. We included a modified version that uses reduced error pruning, which we call RP-C4.5. CART uses the independent set of pruning instances to estimate the true error for cost-complexity pruning (Breiman, et al. 1984) .
The second feature-selection experiment seeks to answer the following questions: Tables 13 and 14 show the sample accuracy and standard deviation for each of the two-class and multiclass data sets respectively. For all four two-class data sets, adding multivariate tests improved the accuracy over univariate decision trees, with the exception of SFS-G for the Bupa, Cleveland and Hepatitis data sets. For the multiclass data sets the results were mixed. Each of the univariate control methods (CART-Uni, Uni-G and Uni-I) produced more accurate decision trees for the Glass data than their corresponding multivariate methods. For the LED data set, the multivariate and univariate methods performed roughly the same. For the Segment data set, multivariate CART performed better than univariate CART; DSBE-G and SFS-G performed better than Uni-G (there was almost no difference among SBE-G, HSS-G and Uni-G); and SFS-I performed better than Uni-I and the rest of the multivariate methods that used the Information Gain Ratio criterion. For the Vowel data set, multivariate CART performed better than univariate CART, SBE-G performed better than the rest of the Gini methods, and all of the multivariate methods that used the Information Gain Ratio performed better than their univariate control case (Uni-I).
To determine whether the differences among accuracies of the univariate methods to the multivariate methods are statistically significant, we performed a one-way analysis of variance for each set of methods (CART, Gini, and Info). For each set we contrasted the univariate control to the multivariate methods as a group. Table 15 shows the p-values for each set of methods for each data set. Note that no analysis was performed for the Vowel data set, because each of the univariate methods was run only once using the specified training and test sets. 5 The results of this experiment and the results reported in Tables 13 and 14 show that each group of multivariate methods is significantly better than their univariate control for the Breast, Cleveland and Segmentation data sets. The univariate methods are significantly better for the Glass data set. For the remaining data sets, neither the univariate control or the multivariate methods as a group are significantly better; for each of the Bupa and Hepatitis data sets, at least one multivariate method from each group performs better than its univariate control method. In conclusion, adding multivariate tests improves accuracy in six cases (Breast, Bupa, Cleveland, Hepatitis, Segment and Vowel) , lowers accuracy in one case (Glass) and makes no difference in one case (LED).
In Tables 16, 17 and 18 we show the size of the trees found for each method. Each entry in Table 16 shows the number of test nodes (Tests) and the average size of the tree (Size). In Tables 17 and 18 we include the number of leaves (L). The number of test nodes includes both linear combination tests and univariate tests. In Tables 19 and 20 we break down this measure into the number of linear combination tests (MV) and univariate tests (UV). Note that adding MV's and UV's gives the number of test nodes.
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For the two-class data sets, the multivariate methods create trees with fewer tests and leaves, but the trees are more complex. For the multiclass data sets, the multivariate methods, with the exception of CART, have either the same or more leaves than the univariate methods. On average, the trees learned by CART have fewer leaves than each of the other methods. However, for the LED data set, CART produced trees with more nodes. In addition, for both the two-class and multiclass data sets, CART produced trees with the fewest features tested per node. Examination of the number of linear tests versus univariate tests for the multiclass data sets shows that the ratio of univariate to multivariate tests for the trees produced by CART is higher than that of each of the other multivariate methods. In summary, adding multivariate tests decreases the number of test nodes, but increases the complexity of the tests and the overall size of the resulting tree.
To answer the question of whether the best approach is to add multivariate tests to univariate tests, we compare the results of this experiment to the results of the previous section. Note that the same random splits for each data set were used in both experiments. To compare the two approaches, multivariate-only and multivariate-plus-univariate, we examine the accuracy for each data set for each feature selection method. We use the results of the multivariate-plus-univariate trees that were built using the Information Gain Ratio criterion, because this was the partition-merit criterion used in the previous experiment. The results of this comparison are shown in Table 21 . Each entry shows the more accurate of the two approaches, multivariate-only (M) or multivariate-plus-univariate (MU), and reports the results of a paired t-test. Excluding the Breast data set, for the two-class data sets, using multivariate tests only produced more accurate classifiers than choosing from both multivariate and univariate tests. For the Glass data set, multivariate plus univariate is significantly better than multivariate-only (M) for three cases. This is not surprising considering that for this data set, univariate decision trees outperform the multivariate decision tree methods. There were no significant differences between M and MU for the LED and Vowel data sets, with the exception of SFS for the Vowel data. Finally for the Segment data set, the results were mixed; both HSS and SBE multivariate-only performed better than multivariate-plus-univariate, there was no difference for SFS, and multivariate-plus-univariate was better for DSBE. In conclusion, multivariate-only was statistically significantly better in 7 out of 32 cases and multivariate-plus-univariate was statistically significantly better in 9 out of 32 cases. That multivariate-only was ever better is surprising. For most of these cases, RLS was used to construct the multivariate tests. We conjecture that for some data sets, minimizing the mean-squared error will result in better decision trees. Indeed, mixing univariate tests constructed using the Information Gain Ratio and multivariate tests constructed by minimizing the mean-squared error may result in poorer performance than trees constructed to maximize a single partition-merit criterion.
To assess the affect of different choices for ft in the CART algorithm, we performed a one-way analysis of variance. There were no statistically significant differences for any data set at the 0.05 level. Note that for the Vowel data set, there is a large difference in accuracy among the three values of ft, but the Vowel data set was not included in the analysis because it was run only once for each value. Multivariate CART never produced the fewest errors for any of the data sets. Because there was no statistical difference in errors between the three settings of ft we conjecture that CART's coefficient learning method does not find as good a set of coefficients as the RLS or Thermal algorithms. Indeed, a comparison of SBE-G to CART shows that SBE-G always outperforms CART, except for the Segment data set. There are two differences between CART with ft set to 0.0 and SBE-G. Firstly, the coefficient training algorithms are different. Secondly, after CART eliminates a feature, it re-learns the weight for the constant (the threshold); the coefficients remain untouched. Only after elimination ceases, does CART retrain the coefficients. The SBE-G algorithm in contrast re-learns the coefficients for each elimination. One problem with CART's approach is that after a feature is eliminated the relative importance of the remaining features may change. Therefore, one should recalculate the coefficients after each feature is eliminated to avoid eliminating features erroneously. For the multiclass tasks there is a third difference between SBE-G and CART; SBE-G produces multivariate tests that are multiway partitions, whereas CART's multivariate tests are binary partitions. We do not however attribute the difference between the results to this third difference; even for the two-class problems, where the tests formed by both methods are binary, SBE-G performs better than CART.
To test whether there is an interaction between the choice of merit criterion and the feature selection method we ran a paired t-test for each data set to determine whether the difference in the errors between merit criteria were significant. From the results shown in Table 22 we see no interaction between the merit criteria and the feature selection methods. However, there was some interaction between choice of merit criterion and data set. For the Cleveland data set the choice of merit criterion was very important; independent of the selection algorithm, trees formed using the gain ratio criterion made fewer errors. Table 23 reports the average number of CPU seconds used by each decision tree method. An entry of 0.0 indicates that the method required less than 0.1 seconds. The univariate methods needed the least amount of time. Multivariate CART needed far less time than the other multivariate methods. One reason that multivariate CART is faster is because CART does not re-learn the coefficients each time a feature is eliminated from a test during the feature selection process. By far the most time consuming part of forming a multivariate decision tree is finding the coefficients of the linear combination tests.
From this experiment we draw the following conclusions:
1. In general, adding multivariate tests improves the performance over univariate decision trees. Excluding the Glass data set, at least one multivariate method performed better than its corresponding univariate control method. 2. Adding multivariate tests decreases the number of nodes in the tree, but increases the number of features tested per node. 3. Adding a multivariate test to the set of possible univariate tests and then selecting the best did not perform better than multivariate tests only. 4. Multivariate CART did not perform as well as the other multivariate decision tree methods. CART is not sensitive to our three choices of ft for these data sets. 5. There was no interaction between the choice of merit criterion and feature selection method. However, there was an interaction between the choice of merit criterion and data set. 6. The univariate methods require far less CPU time than the multivariate methods. Of the multivariate methods, CART required the least amount of time. 
Pruning procedures
In this section we compare multivariate tree pruning (MTP) to the basic pruning algorithm (BTP), which prunes subtrees but not multivariate tests. For each of the ten crossvalidation runs of each data set, we grew a tree and then pruned it in two different ways: once with MTP and once with BTP. Except for the Hepatitis data set the trees produced by the two pruning methods were identical. Table 24 reports the difference (MTP -BTP) between the two methods for the Hepatitis data set. We report the increase in accuracy, the reduction in the average number of features tested per node, and the increase in computation time of the MTP method over the BTP method. The number of nodes remains the same for each of the methods, because multivariate test pruning is used only when replacing a node with a leaf will result in more classification errors. From these results, we conclude that in most cases MTP will not improve accuracy.
In conclusion, pruning methods for multivariate decision trees need further investigation. In our implementation of MTP we simplify a multivariate test only if all of its children are leaves. A more general approach would try to simplify subtrees near the leaves of the tree. Such an approach would require backtracking to create a subtree with simpler tests.
Conclusions
This article began by asserting that multivariate tests alleviate a representational limitation of univariate decision trees. In the context of our experimental assumptions, the results in Section 6.3.2 show that multivariate decision trees make fewer errors on previously unobserved instances than univariate decision trees for seven of the eight tasks. In addition to illustrating that multivariate tests are useful, this article compared various well-known and new methods for constructing multivariate decision trees. Of the four coefficient learning algorithms for linear combination tests described (CART, Pocket, RLS and Thermal), the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) method was shown to be superior on the data sets chosen. However as pointed out in Section 6.2, RLS is restricted to two-class problems. An open research problem is how to apply RLS to multiclass tasks. Of the five feature selection methods described, the results from the experiment reported in Section 6.3.1 show that Heuristic Sequential Search (HSS) is the best method. The HSS feature selection method begins to address a fundamental issue in machine learning: automatic detection of the best learning strategy for a given data set.
For one data set, adding multivariate tests led to lower classification accuracy than univariate tests only. Although the set of univariate tests are contained in the set of all possible multivariate tests, the univariate tests in our implementation were constructed using either the Gini or Information Gain Ratio criteria, whereas the multivariate tests were constructed to minimize the mean-squared error (for two-class problems) or maximize classification accuracy (for the multiclass tasks). Which of these methods is best, depends on the data set itself. An important direction for future research is how to determine which test construction method will produce the best test for each test node in a tree.
